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Abstract

For an XML database, it is important to automatically reason meaningful answers for
a given keyword query. Among all relevant research efforts, the MaxMatch algorithm
proposed to outputcontributors, which represent more (or equal number of) keywords
than those contained by their sibling nodes. Such concept can distinguish the importance
of sibling nodes and has attracted a lot of attention. In this paper, we intend to improve
the time and space performance of the original approach. We first propose the LevelPrune
algorithm, which only needs to construct the smallest necessary intermediate tree and can
also reduce the times of processing nodes. We then extend the idea of constructing trees
level by level to optimize physical representations, and design the corresponding algorithm
LevelPrune+. According to the experimental results, our proposed algorithms outperform
other state-of-the-art approaches by an order of magnitude in some cases. Moreover,
the index size of LevelPrune+ is significantly reduced compared with that of the original
approach.

Keywords: XML database, query processing, keyword search, time performance, space
performance

1 Introduction

As the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) technology emerged as the de facto standard
for information sharing and data exchange on the Web, XML data management and query
processing have attracted a lot of attention from the academic and business communities.
Since the syntaxes of the standard XML queries,e.g., XQuery, are very complex for ordi-
nary users, the style ofkeyword queries, which has been long adopted to search documents,
is therefore getting attention. For example, consider the tree structure depicted in Fig. 1. It
corresponds to an XML document representing the players in 1998 Major League1, where
elements and attributes are denoted as nodes, the nesting relationships are depicted by
edges, and each node is associated with a unique Dewey number [18]. Suppose a user
wishes to know which team a player named “Jim” belongs to and his position. He only
needs to issue a simple keyword query such asQ1 = (Jim, POSITION, TEAMNAME).

1http://www.cafeconleche.org/books/biblegold/examples/
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Figure 1. A Sample XML Tree.

The advantage of keyword queries is that it provides a convenient interface for users to
obtain desired information from XML documents, but irrelevant data may be returned due
to lacking exact query semantics. Therefore, many researchers investigate how to auto-
matically infer reasonable answers for users based on the tree structure of XML data, and
advocate the LCA-based technique, where anLCA (Lowest Common Ancestor)contains
every keyword under its subtree at least once [5, 9, 11, 14, 22, 23, 26]. Particularly, the
concept ofSLCA (Smallest Lowest Common Ancestor)[23], which excludes those LCAs
which have descendant nodes that also contain all query keywords, is very welcome. Based
on such concept, the researchers in [14] further proposed to return onlycontributors, which
represent more (or equal number of) keywords than those contained by their sibling nodes.
ConsiderQ1 and the XML tree in Fig. 1, where two SLCA nodes,i.e., TEAM (1.2) and
TEAM (1.3), are identified. Since the subtree rooted at node 1.2.2 contains keywordsJim
andPOSITION, but the subtree rooted at node 1.2.3 only contains the keywordPOSITION,
the latter subtree isnota contributor and isprunedby the former subtree. The answers are
the gray areas depicted in Fig. 1.

The concept of contributors can output meaningful answers most of the time, so it has
got a lot of attention and it is important to identify the corresponding answers efficiently.
The MaxMatchalgorithm proposed in the original paper [14] consists of two parts: (1)
identifying SLCAs, and (2) outputting contributors. Specifically, for the first part, the
MaxMatch algorithm will retrieve allmatches, where amatchis a node whose tag name
or content contains a given query keyword, and then apply the procedures given in [23]
to find SLCAs. As to the second part, MaxMatch first groups matches based on SLCAs.
For each group, it then constructs an intermediate tree in postorder that consists of all
nodes along the path from each match up to the SLCA, which is called amatch tree. It
then traverses each match tree in preorder and compares the match information between
siblings to identify contributors. Many research efforts have been proposed to improve
the performance of MaxMatch, where most of them focus on the first part [4, 16, 21, 25].
However, actually the second part requires a lot more time than the first part does. As will
be shown later in Table 4 of Section 7, the second part usually constitutes 85.67%-98.6%
of the total computation time. Therefore, we will focus on improving the performance of
the second part,i.e., outputting contributors, in this paper.

Based on the above brief description about MaxMatch, observe that the nodes in the
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match tree are first created in postorder for propagating the match information of descen-
dants to ancestors, and are then examined in preorder for identifying contributors. In this
paper, we improve this procedure by utilizing the characteristics of Dewey encodings, to
support the top-down manner of constructing intermediate trees and identifying contribu-
tors right away. Therefore, our approach visits nodes in the intermediate trees only once
instead of twice as in MaxMatch, and achieves better efficiencies. Besides, we formalize
the concept of thesmallest necessary intermediate treeby identifying a class of nodes in
the match tree which cannot be part of answers, and avoid creating those nodes at all. This
makes the intermediate trees created by our approach usually consist of less nodes than
those constructed by MaxMatch. We have designed theLevelprunealgorithm to construct
the intermediate tree level by level, and this leveling idea is further used to design a spe-
cial way of data layouts and encoding methods to improve the space utilization as well.
Specifically, the contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose the LevelPrune algorithm, which is based on the characteristics of
Dewey encodings and applies the simple array structure to efficiently construct the
intermediate tree level by level. We show that the intermediate tree it creates is
thesmallest necessaryone for identifying contributors, and explain how it can only
process nodes in the tree once instead of twice as in MaxMatch.

• We further discuss how to achieve better space utilization by a special encoding
scheme and index compression mechanism based on the leveling idea, and propose
the corresponding LevelPrune+ algorithm.

• We have conducted an extensive performance study from all aspects. In terms of
space performance, experimental results show that the sizes of the intermediate tree
and the index created by our approach are a lot smaller than those of MaxMatch.
As to the time performance, experimental results demonstrate that LevelPrune and
LevelPrune+ usually outperform other state-of-the-art algorithms by an order of
magnitude.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss related work in Section 2
and briefly introduce the MaxMatch algorithm in Section 3. The basic idea and the core
data structures of our approach are discussed in Section 4. We then describe the Level-
Prune algorithm in Section 5. The physical representation designed to improve the space
utilization is further given in Section 6. Finally, we perform the experimental studies in
Section 7 and conclude this paper in Section 8.

2 Related Work

XML keyword search has been an important research issue. The earliest attempts apply
the techniques seen in the information retrieval (IR) field. There have been many rele-
vant research results and we only discuss some representative ones here. For example,
researchers study how to efficiently compute the scores of XML elements [1], or assign
appropriate scoring functions to reflect the characteristics of both contents and structures
for XML data [2, 5]. In addition, the authors in [7] identify the specific goals that a seman-
tically meaningful result snippet should meet, and construct the system eXtract to generate
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effective snippets for XML search results. The authors in [3] discuss the guidelines for a
search engine and propose a novel XML TF*IDF ranking strategy to rank the individual
matches of all possible search intentions. The authors in [4, 20] design novel algorithms
to return Top-K answers. There also exist continuous efforts in the series of INEX work-
shops, which try to increase the precision and recall for keyword-based querying on XML
data [8].

Another track of research directions, which our paper belongs to, mainly explores the
tree structure represented by the XML data to automatically infer all meaningful results
for users. In addition to the SLCA approach [23] and the MaxMatch system [14] discussed
in Section 1, there are the concept ofMinimum Connecting Trees[6], MLCA [11], entities
andattributes[15], VLCA[9], ELCA[22, 26], and SFQI [19]. Besides, the authors in [17]
identify the node that isnearestto a given node among all the nodes associated with the
input keyword. The authors in [10] determine the top-k SLCA nodes on probabilistic XML
data.

The field of research most related to our work improves the efficiency of identifying
meaningful answers. For efficiently locating SLCA nodes, the authors in [16] intend to
skip some keyword nodes that are impossible to be the candidates of the answer; the pro-
posed algorithm in [21] speeds up the searching by recording extra information in the hash
table; the researchers in [4] propose a new labeling scheme to facilitate the computation
of SLCAs; the work in [25] improves the efficiency of identifying both SLCA and ELCAs
based on the IDList index. In this research, we apply the original approach in [23] to
compute the SLCA due to two reasons. First, our work focuses on the part of identifying
contributors, not SLCAs. Second, the overall performance of our approach can be further
improved by applying the above research results. As to efficiently producing the output,
the SingleProbe algorithm [12] constructs a single match tree based on all matches, and
identify SLCA nodes while traversing the match tree. The advantage of such approach
is that it only processes matches once, but the single match tree may be larger than those
created by MaxMatch, and takes more time to process. We will perform detailed experi-
mental studies with this algorithm later in Section 7. In contrast, the work in [13] avoids
unnecessary index accesses when outputting the tag of XML data, which can be incor-
porated to our framework. The concept of thetightest matched subtreeproposed in [24]
intends to avoid producing redundant nodes, and will produce different outputs from ours.
Therefore, we will not compare the performance with these two works.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we formally define relevant notions and explain the MaxMatch algorithm.
The sample XML tree given in Fig. 1 will be used in the running examples throughout this
paper.

3.1 Definitions

The following definitions are mainly used to formally define the output for a keyword
query, particularlycontributors. Some of them are adopted from [14], but are slightly
modified or rephrased from their original representations to be easily used in our frame-
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Figure 2. Sample dMatchand dMatchSetArrays.

work. We also applyQ1, i.e., (Jim, POSITION, TEAMNAME), as an example to explain
these definitions.

Definition 1 A node is amatchif its tag name or content contains a given query keyword.
¤

Definition 2 Given a query consisting ofw keywords:k1, · · ·, kw, let the nodet be an
LCA of a set of matches corresponding to those keywords, calledS. Thematch treerooted
at the nodet, denoted asmTree(t), consists of the nodes along the path from each of the
match inS up tot. ¤

Definition 3 Thedescendant matchesof a noden, denoted asdMatch(n) or n.dMatch,
is a set of query keywords, each of which has at least one match in the subtree rooted atn.
dMatch(n) could be seen as a bit array of sizew or a decimal value for simplicity, where
w is the number of keywords, and each keyword corresponds to its own bit. ¤

Definition 4 A noden is a contributor if (i) n is a descendant of a given SLCA orn
itself is one of the SLCAs, and (ii)n does not have a siblingv such thatdMatch(v) ⊃
dMatch(n). ¤

Definition 5 A match noden is consideredrelevantif (i) n has an ancestor-or-selft such
that t is one of the SLCAs, and (ii) each node on the path fromn to t is a contributor.
¤

Definition 6 Given an XML tree and a set of query keywords, aquery resultis defined
as all of the relevant matches (including value children, if any) contained in the subtree
rooted at an SLCA. The paths from the SLCA to each relevant match will be also output,
and each of such trees is called ananswer tree. ¤

Example 1 Observe that node 1.2.2.1.1 is amatchfor the keywordJim, nodes1.2.2.2
and1.2.3.2 arematchesfor the keywordPOSITION, and node 1.2.1 is amatchfor the
keywordTEAM NAME, so mTree(1.2)is the subtree depicted in Fig. 2. Also note that
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Algorithm MaxMatch
Input: keyword[w]
Output: a set of answer trees

1: kwMatch[w] ← FindMatch(keyword[w])
2: SLCA ← FindSLCA(kwMatch[w])
3: M ← MergeMatches(kwMatch[w])
4: group ← GroupMatches(M, SLCA)
5: for each group[j] = (t, M) do
6: ConstructTree(t, M)
7: PreorderTrav(t)
8: end for

IsContributor(n)

1: np ← n.parent
2: i = |n.dMatch|
3: for j ← i + 1 to 2w − 1 do
4: if np.dMatchSet[j] = true and AND(i, j) = i then
5: return false
6: end if
7: end for
8: return true

Figure 3. Algorithm MaxMatchand Function IsContributor.

dMatch(1.2.2) = {Jim, POSITION} anddMatch(1.2.3) = {Position}, so node 1.2.3 is
not a contributor by Definition 4. This in turn makes node1.2.3.2 not a relevant match.
Therefore, theanswer treebased on node1.2 will be the match tree in Fig. 2 excluding the
subtree rooted at node1.2.3.

The following definition, which summarizes thedMatchvalues of all its child nodes, is
additionally proposed by MaxMatch to assist in identifying contributors:

Definition 7 ThedMatchSet value of a noden, denoted asdMatchSet(n) orn.dMatchSet,
is a bit array of size2w to record thedMatch values ofn′s children. All the bits are ini-
tialized as 0 (standingfalse) in the beginning. Thejth bit (from left to right),j ≤ 2w−1,
is set to 1 (standingtrue) if it has at least one childnc such thatdMatch(nc) = j. ¤

In Fig. 2, we denote thedMatchSetbit arrays (noted asdms) along with thedMatchbit
arrays (noted asdm) for each node. Here the keywords (from left to right) correspond to the
first (right-most), the second, and the third bits ofdMatch. For example,dMatch(1.2)
= 111bin because of the matches 1.2.1, 1.2.2.1.1, and 1.2.3.2. Also,dMatchSet(1.2)
= 00111000bin since thedMatchvalues of its child nodes 1.2.3, 1.2.2, 1.2.1 are 2, 3, 4,
respectively. The usage of these structures will be explained further in the next subsection.

3.2 MaxMatch

The MaxMatch algorithm is briefly described in Fig. 3. As shown in L1-L4, it retrieves
matches corresponding to each query keyword, computes the SLCAs by the algorithm
given in [23], merges all the matches into a single sorted node list, and groups them ac-
cording to their SLCA ancestors. Then, for each SLCA group, as shown in L5-L8, it
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invokes procedureConstructTreeto construct the match tree in postorder and compute
the correct value ofdMatch anddMatchSet for each node. It then invokes procedure
PreorderTravto traverse each match tree in preorder and output the answer tree.

The functionality of the statements in L1-L4 is pretty clear. We now explain the two
proceduresConstructTreeandPreorderTravin more detail. Assume that procedureGroup-
Matchesoutputs a set of groups. Each group(t,M) consists of an SLCA nodet and the
sorted matchesM under the subtree rooted att. ProcedureConstructTreebuilds match
trees in the manner of postorder tree traversal. Each tree is composed of the nodes on
the paths from every matchm up to the SLCA nodet. For each noden from m (exclu-
sively) up tot, thejth bit of n.dMatch is set to 1 ifn matches thejth keyword. Besides,
n.dMatch is further updated according to the bitwise OR operator withnc.dMatch, and
np.dMatchSet[n.dMatch] is set to true, wherenp andnc are the parent and the child of
n, respectively.

After constructing the match tree, procedurePreorderTravperforms a preorder tree
traversal to identify contributors by functionIsContributor(Fig. 3), which takes a noden
as the input and determines whether it is a contributor or not. Thefor loop starts from
i + 1 instead of 1 because only those siblings whosedMatch values are larger thani
are possible to prunen. Besides,np.dMatchSet[j] = 1 indicates thatn has a sibling
whosedMatch value isj. If bitwise AND(i, j) = i, i will be a proper subset ofj, and
the corresponding node isnot a contributor. Take queryQ1 as an example. Recall that
the values ofdMatch(1.2.2) and dMatch(1.2.3) are 011bin and 010bin, respectively.
SincedMatch(1.2.3) < dMatch(1.2.2) andAND(dMatch(1.2.3), dMatch(1.2.2)) =
dMatch(1.2.3), node 1.2.3 is eventually pruned by node 1.2.2.

3.3 Time and Space Complexity of MaxMatch

Let |M | denote the total frequencies of query keywords,w be the number of query key-
words,d be the maximum depth of the XML tree, and|D| be the size of the XML tree.
The total time complexity of MaxMatch isO(min{|D|, d|M |} · 2w). Interested readers
please see the original paper [14] for the detailed analysis.

As to the space complexity, the algorithm first retrieves all matches and represent them
in a node list, which requiresO(d|M |) space, since the size of a node depends on the
longest Dewey encoding. After identifying all SLCAs, it constructs all corresponding
matches trees, with the size inO(min{|D|, d|M |}). Each node in the match tree is as-
sociated with aw-sizeddmatch array and a2w-sizeddmatchset array, which dominate
others, so the total space complexity isO(min{|D|, d|M |} · 2w).

4 Basic Ideas and Data Structures

In this section, we will explain the main idea of our approach and the underlying data
structures, and will use the following query as the running example:Q3 = (MLB, James,
POSITION). This query only corresponds to one SLCA node, which is the root node1.
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Figure 4. Classification of Nodes.

4.1 Basic Ideas

The main purpose of this paper is to reduce the number of nodes which need to be
processed for determining contributors, and only construct thesmallest necessary inter-
mediate tree, which is defined and justified as follows:

Definition 8 Given an XML treeT , an input queryQ, and one of the corresponding SLCA
nodest, let the nodes inmTree(t) be denoted asV . Classify all nodes inV into three
disjoint types: (1)vc: node itself is a contributor; (2)vpc: node itself is not a contributor,
but its parent node is a contributor; (3)vpnc: both the node and its parent node are not
contributors. Define thesmallest necessary intermediate treeS as a subtree ofmTree(t)
formed by allvc andvpc nodes.

Example 2 Consider QueryQ3. Its corresponding classification of nodes is shown in
Fig. 4, where nodesvc, vpc andvpnc are represented by solid circles, hollow circles, and
crosses, respectively. For example, node1.2 is avc and node1.3 is avpc. This also makes
node1.3.2 avpnc.

Theorem 1 Given anmTree(t), where each node only representsdMatchSetanddMatch
values without extra information, the nodes inS will be the minimum set of nodes in
mTree(t) which needs to be examined to identify the answer tree.

Proof: It is trivial that S must include all contributors,i.e., vc nodes. Besides, since a
contributor is determined by comparing itsdMatchvalues with those of its sibling nodes,
which are eithervc or vpc, all thevpc nodes also need to be examined. ¤

Recall that MaxMatch first constructs an match tree in postorder to determine the values
of dMatchanddMatchSet, and then examines nodes inS to identify the answer tree in
preorder. It is obvious that thosevpnc nodes are constructed in the first step but are not
used in the second step. Our intention is therefore to directly construct the treeS and
determine which nodes to output at the same time. In the following subsection, we will
discuss how the proposed data structures are designed to help achieve this task.
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Figure 5. Sample KwMatcharrays.

4.2 ThekwMatchand dmatch-rangearrays

The challenge of our approach mainly lies in how to construct the treeS from top to bottom
and also being able to determine thedMatchanddMatchSetvalues of a node. Specifically,
the following two things have to be done: (1) inferring thechild nodes from a given node,
and (2) computing thedMatchvalue when constructing a node. Note that the nodes inS
are actually part of the match tree, so we can utilize the information stored inkwMatch.
Recall that for a keywordw, kwMatch[w] represents all elements (in Dewey encoding)
which correspond to the keywordw in a node list, as shown in Fig. 3 and explained in
Section 2.2. Since the Dewey encoding represents all ancestors of a particular node, we
can also infer the descendant information from a Dewey encoding in the reverse direction.
For example, suppose thekwMatchcorresponding to the keywordPOSITIONconsists
of the match with the encoding1.2.2.2. From the first and second components of this
encoding, we can infer that node 1 has a child node1.2, and thedMatchsets of both nodes
contain the keywordPOSITION.

Obviously, an important underlying task is to retrieve the component values of Dewey
encodings level by level efficiently. Therefore, instead of using node lists as in MaxMatch,
we redesign the structure and let eachkwMatchi

2 be anri-by-ci two dimensional integer
array, whereri is the number of corresponding matches, andci is the largest number of
components for all Dewey encodings of those matches3. Therefore, for themth match
corresponding to theith keyword, itsnth component value of the Dewey encoding will
be represented inkwMatchi[m,n]. By adopting such array structure, we can efficiently
produce the required nodes in a top-down manner.

Example 3 The threekwMatchstructures ofQ3 over the sample XML tree are shown in
Fig. 5. ObservekwMatch2. From the first component value of each Dewey encoding,
we can infer that node1 contains the query keyword POSITION. From all the second
component values, we can further infer that its child nodes1.2, 1.3, 1.4 also contain this
query keyword, but not the child node1.1. ¤

To easily compute thedMatch value of a node, we additionally associate each con-
structed node a data structure calleddmatch-range, or DR in short, to indicate where its
descendants are represented in eachkwMatcharray. Suppose the input query consists ofw
keywords. Eachdmatch-rangewill be an integer array with dimension2w. Consider node
n and theith keyword.n.DR[2i] andn.DR[2i+1] will represent thefirst position and the

2We use subscripts to distinguishkwMatchhereafter.
3Note thatci is bounded by the depth of the XML tree
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last position of n’s descendant nodes inkwMatchi, respectively.4 For example, the DR
array of node1 is equal to[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3], with respect to the threekwMatchstructures in
Fig. 5. It covers all indexes of the threekwMatchstructures since all nodes are descendants
of node1.

We now explain how to use thedmatch-rangestructure of a node to infer itsdMatch
value. Consider a noden. Initially, we assign all component values of the associated
dmatch-rangearray as “-1”. For theith keyword, we then accesskwMatchi to determine
the values ofn.DR[2i] andn.DR[2i + 1]. If n.DR[2i] is not negative after the process,
noden must have at least one descendant node which matches theith keyword. We can
therefore use this information to obtain the fulldMatcharray of noden.

Note that thedmatch-rangearray can be efficiently constructed by linearly scanning the
kwMatchstructures, since the encodings of nodes are represented in an increasing order in
kwMatch, and it is pretty simple to determine the ancestor/descendant relationship based
on Dewey encodings. For example, consider node1.2 and the2nd keyword “POSITION”.
SincekwMatch2[0] = 1.2.2.2 and1.2 is the prefix of1.2.2.2, node 1.2.2.2 represents a
descendant of node 1.2. Similarly,kwMatch2[1] , i.e., 1.2.3.2, is also a descendant node,
but kwMatch2[2] , i.e., 1.3.2.2, is not. Therefore, we can determine that the values of
DR[4] andDR[5] for node1.2 are0 and1, respectively.

Another advantage of thedmatch-rangearray is that it can be also used to infer the
corresponding SLCA group for an SLCA node. As an example, recall that thedmatch-
rangestructure for the SLCA node1 is [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3], so the corresponding SLCA group
consists of all six matches represented in the threekwMatchstructures. By using this
structure, we do not need to merge all matches into a single node list for performing
grouping, as procedure MergeMatches in MaxMatch (L3 of Fig. 3) does.

5 LevelPrune

Our proposed LevelPrune algorithm is listed in Fig. 6. As discussed in Section 4, the
matches are represented in a list of two-dimensionalkwMatcharrays (L1), and thedmatch-
rangearrays are used to infer each SLCA group (L3) after getting all the SLCAs (L2). In
this section, we continue to discuss how the corePruneMatchprocedure (L5 in Fig. 6) can
utilize these data structures to avoid processing the intermediate tree twice. We will first
discuss the supporting functionFindNextChild, which is invoked to construct the nodes in
intermediate trees, and then present thePruneMatchprocedure.

5.1 Function FindNextChild

Recall that a contributor is determined based on comparing thedMatchvalues among
all sibling nodes. For a parent noden, Function FindNextChild, as listed in Figure 7,
is designed to create the child nodenc along with itsdMatch value, wherenc has the
smallest Dewey encoding among all unproduced child nodes. Therefore, by repeatedly
invoking Function FindNextChild, n’s child nodes will be produced in preorder sequence.

The major part of the algorithm,i.e., thefor loop in L2-L6, determines the value of the
variableleastno, which represents the smallest number among the last component val-

4Note that the keyword sequence and the array index both start from0.
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Algorithm LevelPrune
Input: keyword[w]
Output: a set of answer trees

1: kwMatchw ← FindMatch(keyword[w])
2: SLCA ← FindSLCA(kwMatch[w])
3: group ← GroupMatches(kwMatch[w], SLCA)
4: for each group[j] corresponding to the SLCA t do
5: PruneMatch(t)
6: end for

Figure 6. Algorithm LevelPrune.

Function FindNextChild
Input: node n
Output: node nc with its dmatch range

1: least no ← 0; nc.level ← n.level + 1
2: for each query keyword i do
3: if n.DR[2i] 6= -1 and ( least no = 0 or least no > kwMatch i[ n.DR[2i],

nc.level]) then
4: least no ← kwMatch i[ n.DR[2i], nc.level]
5: end if
6: end for
7: if least no = 0 then
8: return Null
9: end if
10: nc.encoding = append( n.encoding, least no)
11: for each query keyword i do
12: if n.DR[2i] = -1 or least no 6= kwMatch i[ n.DR[2i], nc.level] then
13: continue
14: end if
15: update n.DR[2i], n.DR[2i + 1], nc.DR[2i], and nc.DR[2i + 1];
16: end for
17: return nc

Figure 7. Function FindNextChild.

ues of all remaining child encodings. Note that if the encoding of the parent noden, i.e.,
n.level, consists ofl components, all child nodes ofn will have l + 1 components (L1).
Also, sincen.DR[2i] points to the first position of n’s descendant nodes inkwMatchi, and
thekwMatcharray presents encodings in an increasing order, we can infer thatn.DR[2i]
will represent the smallest encoding among all its descendant nodes inkwMatchi. There-
fore, as the same idea of the Merge-Sort algorithm, to find the child with the smallest
encoding, we only need to compare all the encodings pointed byn.DR[2i], 0 ≤ i < w.
For the remaining part of this algorithm, the codes in L7-8 determine that noden has no
further descendant node inkwMatchto examine and stop this algorithm. Otherwise, we
will first determine the encoding ofnc (L10), and then update thedmatch-rangearrays for
the parent noden and the identified child nodenc in the followingfor loop.

Example 4 Consider queryQ3. Recall that the correspondingkwMatchstructures are
shown in Fig. 5 and1.DR = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3]. From the values ofDR[0], DR[2], and
DR[4], we identify that the smallest encoding among the child nodes of node1 is 1.1,
so we output node 1.1 along with itsdmatch-rangeand update thedmatch-rangeof node
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Figure 8. The First Invocation of Function FindNextChildfor Node 1.

Figure 9. The Fourth Invocation of Function FindNextChildfor Node 1.

1, as shown in Fig. 8. In that figure, we also use the dotted arrow to show the range
in kwMatchcovered by thedmatch-rangestructure. We can clearly see that node1.1
has descendant nodes only inkwMatch1, while node1 still has unprocessed descendant
nodes inkwMatch2 andkwMatch3. After three more iterations, we produce all child
nodes of node1 along with theirdmatch-rangearrays, as shown in Fig. 9. Observe that
now thedmatch-rangearray of node1 has all the component values as−1. ¤

5.2 Procedure PruneMatch

Before presenting the PruneMatch procedure, we first introduce thedMatchListstructure.
It is a temporary structure constructed for a parent noden, and consists of an array of node
lists to represent alln′ produced child nodes based on the state of theirdMatcharrays.
Specifically, suppose there arew query keywords. The dimension of thedMatchListarray

Figure 10. A Sample dMatchList.
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is 2w, corresponding to all possible combinations of query keywords. EachdMatchList
component represents a linked list of child nodes ofn which have the samedMatchvalue.
We also utilized one more structure, callednodeseq. It is an integer array representing
which dMatchListcomponent a node is appended into. Particularly, ifnode seq[i] = j, it
means that theith node is represented indMatchList[j]. This structure is used to assist
us in outputting nodes in preorder sequence, as will be shown later.

Example 5 The dMatchList for Q3 over the sample XML tree (in Fig. 1) is shown in
Fig. 10, where the correspondingdMatchset of eachdMatchListcomponent is shown on
the left. Thenodeseqstructure is shown on the bottom. ¤

Procedure PruneMatch
Input: node n
Output: the part of the answer tree rooted at n

1: append n into curNodeList; nc cnt ← 0
2: while curNodeList not empty do
3: for each node n in curNodeList do
4: output n
5: initialize dMatchList
6: for each nc produced by FindNextChild( n) do
7: for each ith query keyword do
8: if nc.DR[2i] 6= -1 then
9: set the ith bit of dMatch to 1
10: end if
11: end for
12: append nc into dMatchList[num(nc.dMatch)]; node seq[nc cnt] ←

num(nc.dMatch); nc cnt++;
13: end for
14: if nc cnt = 0 then
15: do nothing
16: else if nc cnt = 1 then
17: v ← get the only node from dMatchList[nc.dMatch]
18: append v into nextNodeList
19: else
20: for each int i in node seq do
21: is contributor ← true
22: for int j ← i + 1; j < 2w; j++ do
23: if dMatchList[j].size > 0 and AND( i, j) = i then
24: is contributor ← false; break;
25: end if
26: end for
27: if is contributor = true then
28: v ← get the first node from dMatchList[ i]; append v into

nextNodeList;
29: end if
30: end for
31: end if
32: end for
33: curNodeList ← nextNodeList
34: nextNodeList ← Null
35: end while

Figure 11. Procedure PruneMatch.
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Procedure PruneMatch is listed in Fig. 11. It considers two levels at a time, which are
represented bycurNodeListandnextNodeList, respectively. The variablenc cnt is used to
represent the sequence number of each produced child node, and the final value represents
how many child nodes the noden has. Besides,dMatchrepresents a binary number, and
the functionnumconverting a binary number to a decimal number.

This procedure first appends the input noden into curNodeList, initializes the variable
nc cnt, and examines each node incurNodeListin sequnce (L3-L32). For each such node,
we output it and initialize thedMatchListstructure. Thefor loop in L6-L13 then produces
a child nodenc of n, obtains itsdMatchvalue, and putsnc in the correct component of
dMatchList. The following actions are based on how many child nodes are produced.
If there is only one, which is definitely a contributor, we append it intonextNodeList
for further processing (L17-L18). Otherwise, we need to determine if a child node is a
contributor. The processing sequence of nodes is based on nodeseq (L20), and thefor
loop in L22-L26 performs the same test as in procedureIsContributorof MaxMatch (see
Fig. 3). If a child node is identified as a contributor, we append it intonextNodeListfor
further processing (L27-L28). After processing all nodes incurNodeList, we will replace
it with nextNodeList, and the procedure will stop when no nodes are left incurNodeList.

5.3 Time and Space Complexity

We now analyze the time complexity of the LevelPrune algorithm (Fig. 6). As before,
|M | denotes the total frequencies of query keywords,w denotes the number of query
keywords,d is the maximum depth of the XML tree, andD is the size of the XML tree.
First, step 1 takesO(|M |) to retrieve matches and step 2 takesO(d|M |) to compute the
SLCA nodes. In Step 3, very match needs an LCA computation, which takesO(d) time, to
determine the group assignment. Thus, it takesO(d|M |) time. In the final step, procedure
PruneMatch can be divided into two parts. The first part invokes procedure FindNextChild
to create nodes and updatedmatch-range. For node creation, each node takesO(w) to
find its child with the smallest encoding, so it takesO(min{|D|, d|M |} · w) time. As
to dmatch-rangemaintenance, each level of nodes needs to scan the structurekwMatch
once, so it takesO(d|M |) time. The second part determines each produced node if it is a
contributor, which takesO(min{|D|, d|M |} · 2w) time. Therefore, the time complexity
for pruneMatch isO(min{|D|, d|M |} · w) + O(d|M |) + O(min{|D|, d|M |} · 2w) =
O(min{|D|, d|M |} · 2w). It is the same as that of MaxMatch.

As to the space complexity, LevelPrune first retrieves all matches and represents them
in a two dimensional array, which requiresO(d|M |) space. After identifying all SLCAs,
it constructs the temporary tree level by level. For each iteration, two node lists are rep-
resented, which is inO(|M |). Besides, a singledMatchListis maintained and reused for
each iteration. Its space requirement isO(2w + |M |), since there are2w components in
dMatchList, and the maximum number of nodes represented within the list is|M |. There-
fore, the total space complexity isO(d|M |+ 2w), which is less than that of MaxMatch.
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6 Physical Representations of LevelPrune+

As discussed above, Algorithm LevelPrune produces the intermediate tree level by level
from top to bottom. In this section, we discuss the physical representations which are
especially designed for such processing to improve its performance. The corresponding
algorithm is called LevelPrune+.

6.1 Array Layout

(a) Row-major (b) Column-major

Figure 12. Different Schemes for Array Layout.

As discussed in Section 5, Function FindNextChild accesses the structurekwMatchto
determine the child nodenc with the smallest encoding for a given noden. Suppose the
Dewey encoding ofn hasd components. We have to access all the component values rep-
resented at the(d + 1)th column inkwMatch. SincekwMatchis an integer array with two
dimensions and most programming languages adopt therow-majorlayout scheme, the val-
ues represented at the same column are scattered in memory. For example, thekwMatch2

structure which corresponds to the query keywordPOSITIONwill be represented in the
memory as in Fig. 12(a). To solve this problem, we implement thecolumn-majorlay-
out scheme, as shown in Fig. 12(b), so that the values represented at the same level will
be continuously stored in memory. Due to this characteristic of spatial locality, we can
expedite the retrieval process againstkwMatcharrays.

6.2 New Encoding Scheme

(a) (b)

Figure 13. New Encoding Scheme and Index Compression.

Function FindNextChild also needs to access the structurekwMatchto determine the
dmatch-rangefor a certain noden. Specifically, we have to determine which encoding
represents the descendant nodes ofn. Recall that the descendant nodes are represented
in contiguous spaces inkwMatch, and the component values of their encodings tend to
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occur repeatedly. To avoid examining all encodings one by one, we apply a new encoding
scheme to directly represent the number of occurrences of component values inkwMatch.

Suppose each component of the newkwMatcharray is denoted asnew(i, j), and the
component value of the originalkwMatcharray is denoted asM(i, j). The rule of assign-
ing new encodings is as follows:

new(i, j) =





−k if M(i− 1, j) = M(i, j)
= · · · = M(i + k − 1, j)
and M(i− 2, j) 6= M(i− 1, j)
and M(i + k − 1, j) 6=

M(i + k, j)
M(i, j) otherwise

That is, if a valuev which continuously occurs from the(i − 1)th row till (i + k −
1)th row at thejth column,new(i, j) will be assigned the value−k. We use the minus
sign to distinguish it from the normal encoding, and the valuek represents the number of
occurrences in the following rows.

Example 6 As depicted in thekwMatcharray of Fig. 12(b), the value1 occurs from[0, 0]
till [3, 0]. Therefore,new(1, 0) = -(3-0) = -3. The completekwMatch2 array adopt-
ing thenew encoding function is depicted in Fig. 13(a). When determining thedmatch-
rangeof node1 concerning the2nd query keyword, we only need to retrieve the values of
kwMatch2[0, 0] andkwMatch2[1, 0], and can infer that1.DR[4] and1.DR[5] have the
values0 and3, respectively. ¤

6.3 Index Compression

Based on the new encoding scheme, the component values following a negative number
can be inferred. Therefore, we represent the index by removing those inferable compo-
nents to make the index smaller.

Example 7 The compressed index corresponding to thekwMatch2 array based on the
new encoding scheme, is represented in Fig. 13(b). Note that it requires twelve bytes
for storage instead of sixteen bytes. Although the compression rate is only 75% in this
example, empirically it is usually over 50%, as will be shown later in Section 7. ¤

Algorithm LevelPrune+ differs from LevelPrune in coping with these physical repre-
sentations. Specifically, after retrieving those matches from the compressed index, this
algorithm will restore them as the structure in Figure 12(b), and also base on the column-
major scheme to retrieve the required element from the array.

7 Experiments

In this section, we design a series of experiments based on different datasets and varying
types of queries to evaluate the time and space performance of the proposed algorithms.
They are also contrasted with those of other representative works to show the pros and
cons of different approaches.
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Table 1. Data Set.
Dataset Data Size No of Nodes Max/Avg Depth Index Size Compressed Size Ratio

Baseball 10.1MB 516K 8/7.46 16.1MB 7.01MB 43.54%
Mondial 17.2MB 514K 7/5.2 33.2MB 13.4MB 40.36%
SwissProt 109MB 4990k 6/4.02 110MB 82.2MB 74.73%
DBLP 820MB 38000K 6/3.4 1587MB 928MB 58.48%
XMark 582MB 8350K 12/5.5 3038MB 1663MB 54.74%

7.1 Experimental Setup

In this paper, we propose Algorithm LevelPrune to construct thesmallest necessary in-
termediate treelevel by level, and design Algorithm LevelPrune+ to further improve the
space utilization. The algorithms used for comparison are the MaxMatch algorithm [14]
and the SingleProbe algorithm [12], which are state-of-the-art in literature for the problem
of contributor identifications. We implement all algorithms in Microsoft Visual C++. A B-
tree index, which is designed to efficiently retrieve all the matches of a given keyword, is
also created based on the Oracle Berkeley DB5. In this index, the data associated with each
keywordk is a sorted list of Dewey numbers of all the nodes which contain keywordk. We
apply five datasets with different characteristics, such as large or small, real or artificial,
flat or deep, to perform the experiments, which are Baseball.xml6, Mondial7, SwissProt5,
a subset of DBLP8 and XMark9. For Baseball and Mondial datasets, we duplicate their
original contents 10 times to make them larger. The relevant statistic data for all datasets
are listed in Table 1. In that table, we also contrast the sizes of the original indices and the
compressed indices. We can see that the new encoding scheme significantly compresses
the indices of all datasets, and the size reduction is about a half or even over a half.

All experiments are performed on a personal computer with Intel Quad-Core 3.4 GHz
CPU and 16GB memory, with the Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. We apply
the hot cache strategies for evaluation. Specifically, for each query, we execute three
times and calculate the average processing time of the last two. Besides, recall that the
smallest necessary intermediate treecreated by our approach includes nodesvc andvpc,
while MaxMatch additionally creates nodesvpnc, as discussed in Section 4. We define the
following equation to denote the ratio of the sizes of the intermediate trees constructed by
our proposed algorithms and MaxMatch:

contribution rate =
|vc|+ |vpc|

|vc|+ |vpc|+ |vpnc| (1)

This ratio will be used later to examine the performances of both systems.
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Table 2. Test Queries I.
The Baseball dataset
No Keywords

TB1 Jim, Abbott, Outfield
TB2 Jim, Abbott, James, Baldwin, Starting Pitcher
TB3 PLAYER, Abbott, Baldwin
TB4 Tigers, Starting Pitcher, SURNAME
TB5 Tigers, Starting Pitcher, Outfield, SURNAME
TB6 Cordero, First Base
TB7 Cordero, First Base, Tigers
TB8 1998 Abbott TEAM
The Mondial dataset
No Keywords

TM1 United States, Birmingham, population
TM2 United States, United Kingdom, Birmingham, population
TM3 Tasmania, Sardinia, Gotland, Area
TM4 ethnicgroups, Chinese, Indian, Capital
TM5 mondial, country, Muslim
TM6 country, Muslim
TM7 Asia, China, government
TM8 organization, name, member
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(b) The Mondial Dataset

Figure 14. Examining Different Types of Meaningful Queries.

7.2 Evaluating Different Types of Meaningful Queries

The first set of experiments is based on the Baseball dataset and the Mondial dataset.
We apply meaningful queries with different combinations of tag names and values to run
the experiments. For example, the keyword query (Tigers, Starting Pitcher, SURNAME)
against the Baseball dataset is to identify the surname of the starting pitcher of the team
“Tigers”, where the first keyword is a value and the other two keywords are tag names.

The queries listed in Table 2 are some of the representative test queries, where TB1-
TB8 are designed for the Baseball dataset and queries TM1-TM8 are against the Mondial

5http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/.
6http://www.ibiblio.org/xml/books/biblegold/examples/baseball/.
7http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets/.
8http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/.
9http://www.xml-benchmark.org
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Table 3. Comparison of Sizes of Intermediate Trees.
query TM1 TM2 TM3 TM4 TM5 TM6 TM7 TM8

ratio 7.97% 4.66% 18.84% 100% 100% 100% 50.84% 100%

Table 4. Comparison of Executing Time at Different Stages.
query MM t LPt SLCA MM c LPc

MMc

MMt

MMc

LPc

MMt

LPt

TM1 19.68 2.96 2.82 16.86 0.14 85.67% 120.43 6.65
TM2 85.86 3.44 2.89 82.97 0.55 96.63% 150.85 24.96
TM3 43.5 1.03 0.61 42.89 0.42 98.6% 102.12 42.23
TM4 5.73 0.52 0.46 5.27 0.06 91.97% 87.83 11.02
TM5 26.68 1.35 0.62 26.06 0.73 97.68% 35.7 19.76
TM6 35.63 1.92 0.67 34.96 1.25 98.12% 27.97 18.58
TM7 8.62 1.15 0.6 8.02 0.55 93.04% 14.58 7.49
TM8 69.46 6.08 2.98 66.48 3.1 95.71% 21.44 11.42

dataset.10 The experimental results are depicted in Fig. 14, where MM, SP, LP, and LP+

represent the MaxMatch algorithm, the SingleProbe algorithm, the LevelPrune algorithm,
and the LevelPrune+ algorithm, respectively. First, observe that LevelPrune is more effi-
cient than MaxMatch for all queries of both datasets. The reason is that LevelPrune can
always produce less (or equal) nodes in all cases, and at the same time reduce the times
of visiting nodes. In some cases, such as TM2, the difference is even by an order of mag-
nitude. The main reason is that TM2 has an extremely low contribution rate, which is
4.66% as shown in Table 3. This means that MaxMatch produces a lot more nodes than
LevelPrune does, and is therefore particularly slower. Second, note that the performance
of SingleProbe varies a lot, since it may need to process a lot of un-outputted nodes in the
worst case, but may be quite efficient otherwise. However, LevelPrune is always faster
than SingleProbe due to the time saved in processing the intermediate tree. Third, we can
see that LevelPrune+ further outperforms LevelPrune and is the most efficient algorithm
among four algorithms. However, since these two datasets are comparatively small, and
the I/O time saved by retrieving compressed indices is minor compared with the CPU time,
the difference of execution time of the two proposed algorithms is not very obvious.

To examine how our approach improves the performance in detail, we divide the total
execution time into two parts. The first one, which is calledthe SLCA time, corresponds
to the execution time starting from the first beginning till getting SLCAs; the second one,
which is calledthe Contributor time, corresponds to the rest of the execution time. We
compare the performance of LevelPrune and MaxMatch using the Mondial dataset. As de-
picted in Table 4, the second and the third columns, denoted by MMt and LPt respectively,
represent the total execution time of the two approaches; the fourth column represents the
SLCA time, which is the same for both approaches; the next two columns, denoted by
MM c and LPc respectively, represent the Contributor Time of the two algorithms. From
the ratio shown in the seventh column, we can see that in the original MaxMatch algo-

10These queries are part of the test queries listed in the MaxMatch paper [14].
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Table 5. Test Queries II.
The SwissProt dataset
No |M | w Keywords

TS1 105 3 Ref, DB, DOMAIN
TS2 105 4 Ref, Gene, TRANSMEN, Eukaryota
TS3 105 5 Ref, PIR, BY SIMILARITY, CARBOHYD,

DISULFID
TS4 105 6 PIR, BY SIMILARITY, CARBOHYD,

DISULFID, Species, Features
TS5 102 3 PROBABLE, Liliopsida, Respiratory chain
TS6 103 3 Transmembrane, SIGNAL, Proteobacteria
TS7 104 3 Cite, Comment, Species
The DBLP dataset
No |M | w Keywords

TD1 105 3 1996, editor, note
TD2 105 4 1991, editor, note, incollection
TD3 105 5 1985, note, CoRR, publisher, proceedings
TD4 105 6 1988, CoRR, publisher, proceedings, isbn,

series
TD5 102 3 180, IUI, 157
TD6 103 3 cdrom, INTERSPEECH, sub
TD7 104 3 2002, 4, editor
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(a)The SwissProt Dataset (in log scale)
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(b) The DBLP Dataset (in log scale)

Figure 15. Effects of Input Sizes.
rithm, the Contributor time is the major part of the total execution time. This supports
our motivation for focusing on improving the efficiency of this part, as stated in Section 1.
The last two columns show the ratios of execution time required by two algorithms at dif-
ferent stages. Observe that our approach significantly outperforms MaxMatch when only
comparing the Contributor time, whose difference is around 1-2 orders of magnitude. This
also leads to our better performance when comparing the total execution time, where the
difference can be usually around one order of magnitude.

7.3 Evaluating Queries with Different Input Sizes

Recall that the time complexity of algorithms MaxMatch and LevelPrune is both affected
by the number of total matches (M ) and the number of query keyword (w). In this subsec-
tion, we apply the SwissProt and DBLP datasets to examine how these two factors affect
the performance. The test queries, as listed in Table 5, are designed to control the size of
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Table 6. Test Queries III.
No |vc| Keywords

TD8 30004 dblp, 1987
TD9 66196 dblp, 1987, 1988
TD10 93478 dblp, 1995
TD11 125782 dblp, 1998
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Figure 16. Effects of Output Sizes.
input, so they may or may not be meaningful. Specifically, for TS1-TS4 and TD1-TD4,
we keep the number of matches the same, and vary the number of query keywords from
three to six. For TS5-TS7 and TD5-TD7, we keep the number of query keyword the same,
and vary the size of matches from102 to 104.

Examine Fig. 15(a), which shows the experimental result using the SwissProt dataset.
Note that the execution time is depicted in log scale. We can see that MaxMatch and
SingleProbe are the slowest. On the other hand, LevelPrune and LevelPrune+ are still the
most efficient ones. The difference is more significant than before since SwissProt is a
larger dataset than Baseball and Mondial.

We further compare the execution time for TS1-TS4. Note that it does not increase
along with the number of query keywords. The reason is that although the number of
matches is kept the same for these four queries, the number of manipulated nodes is not.
Take MaxMatch as an example. The number of nodes in the match tree,i.e., |v|, is 115786
for Query TS1. However, it is only 31726 for TS4. Therefore, TS1 requires more process-
ing time than TS4 although the number of query keywords is less.

We then compare the execution time for TS5-TS7. Although the execution time for
SingleProbe, LevelPrune, LevelPrune+ all increase along with the number of matches, the
execution time of TS5 and TS6 is about the same for MaxMatch. The reason is that the
value of|v| is 10032 for query TS5, but it is only 1141 for TS6. Therefore, the number of
nodes in the match tree compensates the difference in the number of matches.

The experimental result for the DBLP dataset is shown in Fig. 15(b). It is basically
similar to the result of Fig. 15(a), and we omit the detailed discussion.
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7.4 Evaluating Queries with Different Output Sizes

In this subsection, we apply the DBLP dataset to run the experiments. The test queries are
designed to see how the sizes of outputs affect the performance of different approaches.

In the first experiment, we intend to control the number ofvc, which are the contributor
nodes. We let the query include the root elementdblp and a number which represents the
content of the elementyear. By giving different numbers, we can control the number of
matches, which in turn control the number ofvc for this particular set of queries. The
test queries are listed in Table 6, and the experimental result is illustrated in Fig. 16(a).
We can see that the execution time for all algorithms all increase along with the number
of contributors, which are actually the number of intermediate nodes for all algorithms in
this particular case. Observe that LevelPrune and LevelPrune+ are still the fastest, and
outperform MaxMatch to a large extent.

In the second experiment, we examine the impact of the contribution rate, which is
defined in Equation (1) and represents the size differences of the constructed intermediate
trees. We randomly produce 33 queries, and divide them into three groups based on their
contribution rates. The execution time of the same group is then averaged. As shown in
Fig. 16(b), in the leftmost group, which corresponds to the smallest contribution rate, the
differences between the execution time of our approaches and that of MaxMatch are the
most obvious. Fig. 16(c) illustrates the results of only comparing the Contributor time,
and we can get the same conclusion.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the techniques of efficiently producing meaningful results for
XML keyword queries. We first propose the LevelPrune algorithm to eliminate unneces-
sary node creations and reduce the times of processing intermediate nodes. It is further
improved in terms of physical representations and the corresponding algorithm is called
LevelPrune+. Extensive experimental results show that both algorithms are more efficient
than the state-of-the-art approaches. Moreover, the space required by LevelPrune+ is sig-
nificantly reduced. In the future, we plan to extend our approach to include some ranking
mechanism for processing the cases that users do not require all answers to be outputted.

AcknowledgementWe thank Mr. Po-Hsien Chien for implementing the algorithms and
performing part of the experiments.
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